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CUSTOMS VALUATION

Addendum

1. At its meeting in May 1975, the Sub-Group "Customs Matters" agreed. "that
participants shotild transm.t to the GATT secretariat in,writing by 15 Septeomber J.975
specific suggesti.ons, accompanied. by not~esexlatn1ing the, objectives of these
slugWestions. for the el.emrcrts that they , ;,1hed to ha.. e I.ncl vded in aly n- set of'
international rt-les on c-tons. valuat-ion to be adoptIed In tUhe sonteC. of th.ze
Multilateral Trada Negotdiati.o.ns" (I"XfTV./4, paragra.:h 6 a-nd GATT/AJiV/11F39)

2. A comm'1n'uLc n th .rar¢3,n C TruJ?- haa' baon rerioxved. an' is
re-ro cld.u,mT'C

The Coa n.y c -e-z~.d:cyit~ti._ C~;~u h r .1u' ar'd rules ivriolh they
wish to si bec.o@d. irn . suc.h stoF. i.l rnaofon Thi. e pc:>ni.p!cdsli~i
down in the document follow, with certain addIti.ono, -t-hose u-ocn which the Brusoels
Definition of Value is based and which were already mentioned in the "ad referendtutrY
document of 1971 (COM.IriB/N/64). The rules are intended to provide the necessary
uniformity and certainty in the implementation of these principles.

The Community is of the opinion that at this stage of the negotiations an
agreement on these principles and rules should be reached before matters of' detail
are discussed.

Principles

1. Dutiable value should be based on simple and equitable criteria which do not cut
across commercial practices and reflect a price obtainable on a sales to the market in
the country of importation.

2. Valuation procedures should be of general. application without distinction
between sources of supply.
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3, The determination; of customs value should be neutral in its effect and
should not be used as a means of pro-iding additional protection by artificially
increasing the value of the imported goods.

4. The determination of cuctons value should protect trade against unfair
competition arising from underval-Lation and overvaluation.

5. The determination of customs value should be based to the greatest possible
degree on commercial documents which are available in the country of importation
and relate to the imported good.

6. The procedure of the deteina:Lation of customs value should keep formalities
to a minimum and should not present quick clearance of goods. When the customs
consider that the declared value rmay be incorrect, the verification of essential
facts for the determination of dutiable value should be speedy and accurate.

7. The legal and administrative provisions concerning customs valuation should
be accessible to the general. public and should be sufficiently clear and precise
to enable traders to estimate, in advance, with a reasonable degree of certainty,
the value of their goods for customs purposes.

8. Valuation practices should take into account the need to safeguard business
secrets.

9. Valuation decisions of customs authorities should be open to appeal to an
independent and impartial body.

10. Valuation procedures should not be used to combat dumping.

Rules

1. A definition of customs value should describe the basic elements needed for
valuation, i.e., the price, tif, places, commercial level and quantity factors
to be taken into consideration. It should also state clearly that the value
to be determined is that of the goods actually being imported.

2. The value for customs purposes is the price at which the goods are sold or
would be sold with a view to :iipostation into the country of importation in the
ordinary course of trade uxider :fLlly competitive conditions between a buyer and
a seller independent of each other, where that price is the sole consideration.

3. When the goods to be valued havre been imported as a consequence of such a
transaction, the price paid or payable under that contract of sale shall be the
value for customs purposes subject only to adjustments as necessary in respect of
costs, charges and expenses incidental to the sale and the delivery of the goods.
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4. In other cases the price paid or payable should also be taken as the basis
of value as far as possible.

5. When the price requires adjustment, for example, because it is rmt the sole
consideration or because it is influenced by association between buyer and
seller, such adjustment should be reasonable having regard to the circumstances
of the particular importation.


